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If you've used the World Wide Web, you know
what a wealth of information is available at the
click of a mouse. What If the information you
needed to do your daily job were just as easy
to access, in the same efficient format? It
could be, and all you need is an Intranet.

No, "lntranet" isn't a misspelling of "Internet."
But it is an Internet ... sort of. An lntranet is a
limited-access network of computers linked by
Internet technology and accessible by Internet
protocols for the purpose of exchanging
information and sharing resources. lntranets
are secure systems, protected by "tirewalls,"
or programs that block access by
unauthorized users and are scalable to serve
groups of 10 or 10,000.
Many institutions already have a precursor of
the Intranet. If your organization has a LAN
(local-area network), you have been sharing
resources already. At the Pappas Law Library,
our network allows us to access a shared
laser printer, a schedulingkalendar program,
and, albeit complicated, a way to share
documents. However, for e-mail we use the
University's Unix-based mail programs on the
Internet instead of internal electronic mail.
So what more could we do with an Intranet?
Plenty, but since we don't have one yet, 1'11
have to speculate on specific features and
uses based on some background research
I've done.
(Cont on page 10)
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EDlTOR’S NOTE
In this issue: Put time, trial, and error,
together and bingo a new format for
the paper copy of TSLL appears!!
Thanks to the help and collaboration of
Jeanne Whitfield, a WP pro with whom I
work here in Baltimore, we have
produced a cleaner look and easier to
read copy. But we have retained the
formal appearance of TSLL. To help
readers quickly locate articles of interest
and find future deadlines, this information
is now located in defined boxes on the
front page. Issues which do not have a
special feature article will highfight one of
our columnists’ specialities. From now on
columnists will have a chance to shine in
the “spotlight,” or at least bask in their
allotted three minutes of fame.

the last issue. She is on staff at the University
of Richmond Law School library.

-

Feature: One of the hottesttopics in law
firm libraries is effective use an lntranet
and whether the library should be
responsible for its maintenance. I’ve
talked with Pam Perry, our Internet guru,
about this and she has written an article
explaining what an lntranet is, how it is
used, and how to find information about it.
You can find her on Page 1.
Insert: Georgia Briscoe submitted the List
of OPAC Commonly Misspelled Words
and we have included it as a special
supplement with this issue.
Online on the Web: I hope you have had
a chance to read TSLL on our Web site:
http:/lwww.aaIInetorgls isltssis/tssis. htm

As I mentioned in the last issue, I did find
the December issue on the Web long
before my copy arrived in the mail.
Because we mail at bulk rate, I’m certain
that will continue to be the case.

0

M I N E BIBLIOGRAPHIC
SERVICES SPECIAL
INTEREST SECTION

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAlR
Sally Wambotd
University of Richmond

wambokd@uofrIaw.uri&.edu
It’s the winter doldrums season, but it feels
like Thanksgiving! As in my first message,
there are so many people to thank.

First of all, thanks go to Chair Mary Chapman
and her Nominations Committee, Sue Roach
and Katherine Tooley. They have recruited a
slate of talented, enthusiastic librarians:

+ Vice4hair/Chair-Eled:
John P. (Jack) Bissett, Cataloging Librarian,
Washington and Lee Universrty School of taw
Library

Anna Belle Leiserson, Collections
Development Librarian, Vanderbilt Law
School Library

+ Secretary-Treasurer:
Thomas B. Fleming, Library Director, Piper &
Marbury (Baltimore)

&me/ Gullon,Technical Services Librarian,
Mercer University Law Library

+ Member at Large:
E//enMcGrath, Head of Cataloging, State

Corrections: Sally Warnbold’s place of
employment was mistakenly identified in

Universityof New York at Buffalo, Charles 6.
Sears Law Library
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Donna M. Rosinski, Cataloging
Librarian, Fordham University Law School
Library
Certainly, these willing candidates
deserve thanks for agreeing to work for
our SIS.
Secondly, thanks go to Vianne Sha, the
Chair of the Ad Hoc Web Page
Committee. Vianne, too, is an
enthusiastic leader. She has
skillfully broken down the maintenance of
our Web page into discrete parts. The
people who have volunteered to help
Vianne deserve our thanks as well. Anna
Belle Leiserson and Janice Snyder
Anderson have been particularly active.
Our original Web Master, Anne Myers,
has provided invaluable assistance.
Check us out:

http://www.law.missouri.edu/obs/
Stay tuned for future developments as we
work to move to the AALLNET server. In
anticipation of using the Web page more
completely in the future, we are working
on a plan to offer the option to respond to
the annual survey via the OBS Web Page.
Again, thanks to Vianne and her Web
Committee.

Myers for the idea of our Annual Meeting
Book Swap. The Book Swap in Indianapolis
was a huge success. It gave AALL members
the opportunity for new, affordable,
entertaining reading matter endorsed (i.e.,
read) by fellow librarians. Why not put a book
(or two) aside for Baltimore? You can have a
lot of fun choosing another book in exchange.
Additionally, I'm grateful to the thoughtful
people who are even now exploring ideas for
programs in Anaheim in 1998. These people
realize their topics are complex and need to
be carefully considered. They are taking time
to scope out various treatments of their
subjects at other conferences. And they are
consulting with colleagues via e-mail. This is
the way to enjoy program planning:
reflectively and collaboratively.
Finally, thanks go to all members of OBS.
Each member is important and has a
contribution to make.

T

ECHNICAL SERVICES
SPECIAL INTEREST SECTION

OSERIALS oCATALOGlNG .ACQUISITIONS
.EXCHANGE OF DUPLICATES .PRESERVATION

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Speaking of the annual survey, I would
like to thank Jacqui Paul who has so
energetically gotten the process moving.
Be on the lookout for your annual survey!
Please take the time to fill it out!
FILLING OUT THE ANNUAL SURVEY
ENABLES THE OBS LEADERSHIP TO
ADDRESS YOUR NEEDS!!!
That may seem a bit intense, but the
survey certainly is very important to an
effective and active OBS.
In the spirit of midwinter Thanksgiving, I
would like to express thanks to Anne

Jim Mumm
Marquette University
mummj@wsa.csd.mu.edu
Perhaps one of the most realistic of Milne's
characters, and one to whom many of us can
often relate, is Eeyore. The gloomy donkey
whose tail always seems to need a slightly
better pinning. The one who looks at all life is
worth and will matter-of-factly overstate his
own "insignificance." Not taking into account
that all of Pooh's acquaintances are indeed
friends, and very important to Pooh, Eeyore
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will continue to glumly carry on
questioning his own self-worth.
Now, I'm not suggesting in any way that
technical services librarians are
pessimists, but it is easy to sometimes
wonder how much we truly are
appreciated. After all, don't we just do the
"menial," "tedious" work? Absolutely not.
Do we get frustrated, and question our
value when we hear of downsizings,
corporate mergers, billion dollar sell-outs
and the like? If anything, we are
becoming more valuable, more crucial to
the efficient and effective operation of our
libraries! We need to evaluate and
position ourselves for the future library to
be on top of changes and ready to make
the most of the situations we encounter.
It is time to think about the upcoming
conference in Baltimore. Take some time
to consider all of the opportunities that
await us when we get there, and plan to
take at least an extra day to visit our
nation's capital. We have a number of
excellent programs in the works, not to
mention meetings and the interaction that
many of us crave.
Planning for Anaheim is under way;
contact Rhonda Lawrence with program
suggestions. The TS Education
Committee (TSEC) plans to meet during
the early days of the conference to
finalize the Anaheim programs, so it is
imperative that you get your program
ideas to her. We will not have the luxury
of submitting program proposals to the
TSEC during the conference, so get them
in soon.
Personal thanks go to Jack Montgomery
for his work on nominations and
coordinating the election of officers. As of
this writing he is still working on this, so I
cannot report who won (oh, to be able to
predict like that), but Itruly do appreciate
his help.

5

On other issues, I submitted a nine page letter
to the AALL Strategic Planning Committee
last November, encouraging them to reinstate
full funding for AALL representativesto
outside organizations. It is my understanding
that this was received rather positively. Sorry I
can't say more at this time, but their proposal
has to go to another committee that will make
final recommendationsto the Executive
Board.
I also submitted a request to AALL that we be
allowed to plan meetings during the program
time slots. I know schedule conflicts have
been a constant concern for our members
over the past several years. Hopefully, if this
goes through, we will have some more
flexibility in the future.

Change is inevitable. In our own industry we
have seen major moves by the various
publishers, all of which are having
repercussions on our libraries. If we continue
to actively involve ourselves in the changes
that take place, we will come away as better
individuals and managers of our own
resources.
Take care. I'm looking forward to seeing you
in Baltimore.

+ P.S. Check out the TS/SIS Home Page:
http:/.lwww.aallnetorg/sis/tssis/tssis.
htm

ACOUISITIONS
Jean Eisenhauer
Washington & Lee Law Library
jrne@wlu.edu

The sales and mergers of legal publishers
continue. The Law Division of Little, Brown
has been sold to Aspen Law and Business
(Wolters Kluwer). The Shepards McGraw-Hill
treatises were purchased by Thomson
Corporation; tax titles went to Warren,
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Gorham & Lamont; the remainder to
Clark Boardman Callaghan. We have
already seen that some of the Shepards
treatiseswill not be updated because
WG&L or CBC have similar titles.
The question of receiving unsolicited
material and what, if any, obligation a
library has to pay for it comes up
regularly. Only today (Jan. 29) our library
received such material from CCH, a
paper monographto go with the CCH
standard Federal Tax Reporter. There is
no invoice with the material; however,
there is an “acceptance form” which gives
the option of accepting or rejecting it, and
there is a return mailing label. (Ido hope
that CCH is not going to begin charging
for these pamphlets which they have
been sending as part of our subscription
to the loose-leaf service.) My point in
bringing up the subject is to mention an
article, “Unsolicited Merchandise: Gift or
Sale?” by Marsha L. Baum (20 Library
Acquisitions: Practice & Theory 301).
Quoting from the Abstract:
This article provides a discussion of the law
surrounding unsolicited merchandiseand
referencesto the state and federal statutes
which provide protection for the recipient of
unordered goods. Thirty-nine U.S.C. section
3009 is discussed and citations to state
unsolicited goods statutes are included in an
appendix. Ms. Baum concludes her article with
tive suggested steps librarians should take in
regard to the receipt of unsolicited
merchandise.
(1) Incorporate information about the
protections provided by federal and state laws
that prohibit the shipment of unsolicited
merchandiseinto library policies and
procedures to ensure that invoices sent with
unordered items are not processedfor
payment.

(2) Upon receipt of an unordered item that is
covered by federal or state statute, send a
letter to the vendor stating that the item is being

treated as a gift as provided by statute. Cite the
appropriate code sections in the letter.
(3) If the federal statute applies, n o w the Federal
Trade Commission of the transaction in writing.

(4) If state statute applies, n o w the state consumer
protection agency or other agency responsible for
enforcement.
(5) If state and federal statutes do not apply, follow
the principles of contract law to limit the library‘s
liability. [page 3061

Kathie Sullivan (McNamee, Lochner, Titus
and Williams, Albany, NY) wrote in the May
13,1996 issue of the National Law Journal,
“Change in a publisher’s ownership can result
in administrative nightmares, including
duplicate account numbers, incorrect
invoices, unsolicitedshipments, title changes,
format changes, sales calls, lost subscription
requests and changes in order placement and
return procedures.” If one is on LAW-LIB,
recent postings bear out thii statement in
regardto West InformationPublishing Group
(WIPG) and, to a lesser degree, CCH.
However, in fairness to West, CCH, and
others it seems they are trying to make things
go smoother. Several librarianswho were
quite angry with West in the middle of the
month of January were able to resolve their
problems by the end of January.
So, what are the problems, particularlywith
WIPG?
Customer service and sales reps don?
seem to know what‘s going on. They are not
yet familiar with all the products. Sometimes
it seems the future of sales reps is in doubt.
Complex accounts (several locations and
thus several billing locations) cause
confusion.
CBC publicationsare sent out by West with
a West invoice, even though the library didn’t
have a standing order for the CBC product.
The Appleman on insurance revision is
projected to be 57 volumes, but only three or
four revised volumes are issued each year.

+

+

+

+
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Have there been any resolutions? Yes.
Some librarians were contacted by
several company reps in order to
straighten things out. The first WlPG
statement our library received indicates
which items are CBC. Also, the
statement is in the West format, which I
personally like. Maybe this isn’t a
resolution, but some people did seem to
cool off, while others reminded us that
CRlV is there for our problems with
publishers and we need to use it.

Online Publications; Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI), the use of standardized
formats for the electronic exchange of data;
Recent Legal Developments Affecting
Competition among Publishers; Licensing
Agreements; Issues in Publishing,that is,
publishers publishing both paper and
electronic journals; and, Collection
Development, Fulltext, and Document
Delivery. More extensive reports will appear in
Library Acquisitions: Practice and Theory and
other print publications.

Following are two web sites which you
may find useful:

Finally, if you’ve had it with technological
changes and PC upgrades, read “Burned by
Technology” by Stephanie Losee in the
September 9,1996 issue of Fortune. It may
make you feel that you’re not alone in
sometimes thinking “enough is enough.”

+ Library Resource List
http://www.state.wi.uslagencies/dpi~llib-res.
html

A listing of over 500 Internet resources of
interest to the library community. It has
six divisions: Reference Resources, New
Sites and Searching, Government
Resources, Library Sites, Libraries the Net
and the NII (National Information
Infrastructure), and Professional
Resources.

+ Law Library Resource Xchange
http://www.llrx.com

A Web newsletter which focuses on
research, management and technology
topics for legal professionals. The editors
and publishers, Sabrina I. Pacifici and
Cindy Chick, “look forward to providing
readers with a new forum in which to
exchange information and ideas.”
Reports from the 1996 Charleston
Conference “Issues in Book and Serial
Acquisition: Money Talks” appeared in
ACQNET, volume 6, nos. 34,35, and 36.
Topics included: Collection Development
in an Internet Based Environment;
Payment and Subscription Models for

CLASSIFICATION
Regina T. Wallen
Stanford Law Library
rwallen@leland.stanford.edu
Marie E. Whited
Yale Law Library

whited@mail.law.yale.edu

DATES IN CALL NUMBERS
This article contains a description of Library of
Congress’ policy regarding the use of dates in
call numbers and was reviewed by Paul
Weiss, Subject Cataloging Specialist in LC’s
Cataloging Policy and Support Oftice.
Many of the Class K schedules call for
subarrangement of titles by date and this is
indicated either in the schedules themselves
or in the form divisions. The Subject
Cataloging Manual: Shemisting documents
other cases when dates are to be added to
call numbers. LC adds publication dates to
the call numbers for monographs in most
cases. Remember that LC does not use
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dates in the call numbers for serials. The
manual on shelflisting has two memos
that we should use: "Dates G140" and
I%onferences, Congresses, Meetings, etc.
G230." Please note that GI40 deals with
loose-leafs. Also, although the memo
deals with loose-leaf senrices, LC does
not use dates in the call numbers for
loose-leaf treatises and there has been
some inconsistencyfollowing these
instructions. GI40 also gives instructions
for the use of imprint date for editions and
facsimile or photocopy editions.
There seems to be a booming business
reprinting law books. Whereas LC would
use the imprint date for these reprints,
some law libraries are choosing to use the
original date with a work letter to
distinguish the reprint from the original.

Idon't know why some catalogers are
bothered that some K class numbers
have no cutter numbers and use only
dates. Dates are easy to assign. The
reason for so many dates in the K
schedules is that our users like dates.
Chronology and date of event mean
something to lawyers. They want to know
when a law was enacted, a decision
decided, a treaty signed. Using the date
held for congresses instead of cuttering
by main entry tells a user something
about the time frame of the subject of the
conference. A conference on taxation
held in 1980 will not contain current tax
code information.
It is the importance of dates that has led
to the many ways the K schedules
incorporate dates. The form divisions call
for dates of enactments, of signing, of
publication, and so on. Since the K
schedules were written by five different
people over 30 years, there are a variety
of practices. The KF form division tables
use both "By date" and "By date of
publication." When LC uses "By date," it
means by date of publication. In the later

8

schedules, you will find just "By date" for date
of publication. Some of the form tables have
conferences and congresses "By date of
event," which is date the conference was
held. Individual laws, regulations, and treaties
use successive cutter numbers for date of
enactment or date of signing for treaties.
Later K schedules use [date] to incorporate
the date of signing or enactment into the
decimal or cutter so that you do not have to
guess at successive cutter numbers.
In the schedules themselves, you will find "By
date," "By date of enactment," "Initial date of
hearing," and so on. Again, "By date" means
by date of publication. If you are to use
another date, the schedule will specify the
type of date. In the European country
schedules under the "Under each court or
court system" arrangement which precedes
Table A number 18, you will see .A35[date]
with no instruction. In that case the [date] is
for beginning date of publication or best
guess.
The SCORPIO database, to which many of us
have access, allows call number searches of
the Library of Congress database to see what
date has been used for codes, treaties,
decisions, etc. The thing we all decide is
when to deviate from LC, when we follow their
policy as best we can interpret it, and what we
do when they change their policies.

+

N.B. : LC CLASSIFICATIONADDITIONS
AND CHANGES, LIST 263 has the changes
to the KF form divisions for topics with cutter
numbers.

Q
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DESCRIPTION AND ENTRY
Melody Lembke
Los Angeles County Law Library
melody@lalaw.lib.ca.us

Rhonda Lawrence
UCLA Law Library
lawrence@law.ucla.edu
By now most law catalogers are pretty
familiar with the uniform titles for special
legal materials, especially AACR2R
25.1 5. Rule 25.1 5A2 prefers the citation
title as the uniform title. Even if a uniform
tile is formulated according to the general
rules, a citation title may be a valid choice.
The general uniform title rule, AACR2R
25.3A, instructs the cataloger to use the
title by which a work has become known.
The uniform title for the "Bankruptcy
rules" is an interesting example.
Numerous commercial publishers, as well
the federal government, produce a copy
of the bankruptcy rules. The chief
sources of these publications refer to the
rules by various titles. To decide the title
by which a work has become known
frequently takes research time and a
cataloger's judgment. In this particular
case, the Bankruptcy Rules happen to
have a citation title which LC chose to be
the uniform title. This is a prudent choice
and consistent with the special uniform
title rules for legal materials which prefer
citation titles. Below are records for two
different publicationsthat include the
Bankruptcy Rules and the current
authority record.
Unfortunately, whether a uniform title is
based on the cataloger'sjudgment or the
citation title, either title can change over
time. In 1991, the Court decided to
change the citation title to Federal Rules
of Bankruptcy Procedure to make it
conform to the citation title pattern for
other federal rules, such as the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure.
The following authority record needs to be
corrected. Rule 1001 now reads "The rules
shall be cited as the Federal Rules of
Bankruptcy Procedure ....
Good luck with your maintenance!
010 83131858
1I 0 I 0 United States.$bSupreme Court.$thnhpky
rttks Federal rules of bankruptcy procedure
670 Patchan, J. Bankruptcy rules, 1983:SbCIP t.p.
(Bankruptcy rules) CIP galley (Supreme Court of the
United States, 4/25/83 ordered that the rules of procedure
in bankruptcy cases, recomm. by the Judicial Conference
of the U.S., are to be know as Bankruptcy rules, effective
811183)

010 91643022Qsn8928998
040 $dCLL
110 1 United States.$bSupreme Court.
Federal rules of bankruptcy
240 10
procedure
245 10 Rules and official forms /$cWilliam L. Norton, Jr.,
author and editor-inchief.
246 14 Bankruptcy rules and related federal rules of civil
procedure
260 Wilmette, 111. :$bCallaghan,
300 v. ;$c25 cm.
310 Annual
500 At head of tile' Norton bankruptcy law and
practice.
500 Includes Federal rules of evidence.
500 Description based on: 1987-1988 ed.
580 Issued also in loose-leaf form as part of: Norton
bankruptcy law and practice
650 0 Bankruptcy$zUnited States.
650 0 Bankruptcy$zUnited States$xForms.
700 10 Norton, William L.
710 12 United States $tFederal rules of evidence.
730 0 Norton bankruptcy law and practice.

010

87640032
$dCLL
II 0 1 United States
240 I 0 Bnakruptcy
245 10 Bankruptcy code, rules & official forms.
246 I 0 Bankruptcy code, rules, and official forms
260 Rochester, N.Y. :$bLawyers Co-operatie ,$aSan
Francisco, Calif. :$bBancroft-Whitney,$cl985040
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265 Lawyers CoopBancroft-Whtney Order Dept.,
P.O. Box 23909,Rochester, N.Y. 14692
300 v.;$c25cm.
310 Annual
3620 1985ed.580 Contains bankruptcy-related statutes and
rules which compliment the publication: Bankruptcy
service.
650 0 Bankruptcy$zUnited States.
650 0 BankruptcyWnited States$xForms.
710 12 United StatesSbSupreme
Court.$.
Federal rules of
bankruptcy procedure.
730 0 Bankruptcy service.

If you have questions that you would like
to share with your fellow law catalogers,
please send them to the authors of this
column.

INTERNET
(Cont. from p. 1)

The sharing of information, documents
and other resources, is the primary
purpose for creating and maintaining
Intranets. Organizations are always
seeking less costly, more efficient ways of
publishing and distributing information.
Just as the Internet is the solution for the
world at large, so an lntranet can fill the
same niche in the smaller corporate
arena.
In the past, sharing documents
throughout an organization meant writing,
editjng, printing, reproducing, distributing,
updating, and redistributing millions of
sheets of paper. Even with the advent of
computers, files had to be exchanged on
disk, ftp’d, or downloaded by each user.
Large files could take hours to transmit.
Just as with paper distribution, one
change caused the entire process to be
repeated, resulting in many lost hours of
computer and personnel time on the part
of each recipient. Multiply that by the
number of employees in a large institution
and the result was overwhelmingly
inefficient. And in the case of handbooks
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and manuals, not every employee uses the
entire publication enough to warrant the
expense of production. Perhaps ten percent of
the staff needs to have the whole document at
hand all of the time. Other staff may use it
occasionally, or use only a part of the
document. Or, to save money on copies,
documents may pass from user to user on a
routing list, a slow, insecure, and
uncontrollablyvariable process.
Internettechnology, used on an Intranet,
eliminates all of these problems. Documents
intended to be shared are not copied and
distributed to individuals; rather, they are
stored in a commonly accessible area on a
server, available to any authorized user. If
some staff who use the document regularly
need a print copy, that is easily accomplished
without the expense of a copy for each
person. Those needing only a part of the
document can print only the necessary pages.
Routing can be eliminated, resulting in less
waiting time for users and fewer lost
documents. Access is immediate, in real time.
Security issues are also eliminated, because
tirewalls and passwords protect sensitive
company information. Not so with distributed
hard copy.
Information available on an lntranet is not
limited to text format. The technology can
handle graphics, as well as audio and video
material. Again, copying is eliminated and
distribution is greatly simplified.
Maintenance of resources becomes much
more efficient when resources are located in
a central place. Only one copy of a document
needs to be updated, and this can be
accomplished in real time. The corrections
and/or updates are then immediately available
to users.
The ease of publication with Internet protocols
allows anyone to mount information on an
Intranet, not just the publishing experts.
Authors can have direct, real time access to
their work.
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Types of documents ideal for mounting
on an lntranet include membership lists,
catalogs, product information, and
demonstrations. In the case of a library,
these might include patron, staff, faculty,
and institutional directories, policy and
procedure manuals, benefits information,
forms, frequently asked questions lists
(FAQs), newsletters, and new acquisition
lists. Training materials and tutorials are
especially suited for the lntranet platform,
as users can access them at their own
convenience and pace, and can review
sections to perfect a skill or answer a
specific question.
lntranets take advantage of existing
technology that is already familiar to many
computer users and easy to learn for
those new to an online environment.
Browsers like Netscape are the means for
negotiating an Intranet, just as they are
the way to navigate the Internet.
Another plus of using this technology is its
ability to accommodate and bring together
different systems. There are Web
browsers available in all formats, so in our
case we could link the PCS in the library,
the Macs used in faculty offices, and, if
necessary, a Unix machine from the
campus network Distance from the
server doesn’t matter, so that staff could
access the lntranet from home, and
faculty on sabbatical, even in another
country, could still be in direct contact with
the institution.
lntranets may also allow access to
restricted databases, even with firewalls in
place to prevent unauthorized access
from outside the institution. For a library
such as Pappas, this would mean access
to services such as LEXIS, WESTLAW,
RLIN, and Firstsearch. Of course,
access to the entire Internet is also
possible without compromising security,
as well as a connection to an online
catalog.

Building an lntranet from scratch can be very
expensive; it is much cheaper if there is a
LANMlAN already in place. Many companies
which started creating lntranets before the
recent wave of popularity and plethora of
independent vendors rang up large
development costs. Now, if no type of network
exists in an organization, it is possible to buy a
turnkey system, or even rent or lease an
Intranet.

I realize that I’ve made lntranets sound like an
efficient affordable solution to all of
everyone’s information distribution and access
problems. But there are disadvantages lurking
under the golden veneer. There is the cost of
building one from scratch. This includes hefty
equipment investments because each user, or
small group of users, needs computer
access. Then there’s the added on cabling.
The server(s) must be of adequate size to
move around the resources, especially if they
are heavy with graphics or audio and video
files; skimping on computing power will
seriously compromise response time. There
are security issues to address, and the very
complicated question of administration -- who
will put material on the lntranet and who will
maintain it. Why, there was even a program at
AALL recently about the conflict between
public and technical services personnel when
it came to deciding who would author a
library’s Web page. Just think of the problems
involved when designing one’s own private
Internet! Since maintenance is so important in
a shared environment where instead of one
person having an outdated document
everyone can have an outdated document, it
is a crucial to have regular and timely
updating.
Even with all of these considerations, the
lntranet still looks like a valuable tool for
solving so many information distribution
concerns in libraries. And its ancestor, the
Internet, is a great place to find more
information on all aspects of installing your
own network. Several of the sites I found are:
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+ Yahoo subcategory on lntranets -

~

PRESERVATION

http:llwww.yahoo.comltextlComputers-and-lnter
netlComnunications-and-Nehvorkingllntraneff

+

Intranet Journal

ChriSAnglim
South Texas College of Law

-

anglim@gateway.stcl.edu

http:llwww.intranetjournal.coml

+

Complete lntranet Resource

-

http:llwww.intrack.comlintranetl

+ lntranet Knowledge Base http:llwww.co-l-l.c&now_gardenlintranetd

+ lntranet Senrices Resources and Info http:llwww.iserv.co.zalinfo. htm
These sites contain articles, glossaries,
white papers, case studies, and links that
will prove invaluable in helping you to
investigate Intranets.
As always, I'd love to hear from readers
on subjects for future columns or on your
own experiences with the Internet. You
can contact me at paperry@bu.edu, or
write to me at Boston University, Pappas
Law Library, Boston, MA 02215. See you
in Cyberspace!

BUSTING DUST:
VACUUMING AND CLEANING BOOKS
Nothing is more effective from a collections
maintenance vantage point than a systematic
cleaning program to combat problems such
as mold. Mary Lynn Rtrenhaler writes in
Preservation of Archival Records: Holdings
Maintenance at the National Archives that,
"Maintaining a clean, storage environment is
an ongoing responsibilitythat will do much to
preserve archival records." Rtrenhaler
states that the "exteriors of bound volumes
should be dusted as needed to prevent dirt
from being transferred to records during
holding AALL's Preservation Treatment
Options for Law Libraries states that the "life
of books can be prolonged by a systematic
cleaning program to remove dust and dirt,
both of which accelerate the aging process.
Dirt degrades materials because it contains
significant amounts of acidic materials and
moisture." Although dated, Carolyn Horton's
Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and
Related Materials (Chicago: A M , 1972)
provides excellent advice on cleaning cloth
and leather bound books. Recent literature
on preservation also recommends vacuum
cleaning as part of a holdings maintenance
effort. Susan Swartzburg (PreservingLibrary
Materials: A Manual, 2nd ed., 1995)
recommendsthat "books be vacuumed with
small hand vacuum cleaners."
.I'

Why vacuum to clean books? Vacuuming is
especially helpful for cleaning the top edges
of volumes, where a large amount of dirt and
dust often settle, but is equally useful when
cleaning heavy accumulations of dirt overall.
Using a sable brush is the traditional favorite
cleaning method, particularly in view of
concerns that the suction on vacuums poses
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a hazard to books. However, one
problem with brushing is that it can spread
dirt, rather than clean the material.

The Cleaning Process
General Collections. Bound volumes
stored on open shelves should be dusted
or vacuumed periodically so that
accumulated dust or dirt will not sift into
the interior of volumes as they are used.
When cleaning, remove books from the
shelf and place on a book truck. Move the
vacuum cleaner brush lightly along and
across surfaces. Vacuum with a small
round cleaner brush commencing on the
top edge of each individual book. Work
from the spine to the fore edge of each
book. There is no need to exert pressure
since the suction is lifting dirt away and
rigid components of the brush
attachments can scratch or abrade
bindings. Never vacuum across the
bindings as this will cause damage. When
the books are cleaned, vacuum the shelf
and wipe with a damp cloth, if necessary.
The cleaned books can then be returned
to the shelf.
Another good approach is to place
individual volumes, once cleaned, on a
book truck until a shelf of books is
completed, clean the shelf before
switching the vacuum off, and replacing
the volumes on the shelf.
Bound volumes with loose or detached
boards, hinges or spines, or that contain
loose fragments must not be vacuumed.
They must be handled very gently and
carefully dusted by hand using a brush or
soft cloth.

Special Collections: Items in these
collections should be handled with great
care. Work should be done under the
direct supervision of the Special
Collections Librarian.

Each item should be cleaned separately. The
following is generally a two person operation:
4 Grasp the fully closed book firmly. This
will prevent dust from entering the book.
4 Use a soft brush (i.e., an artist's brush that
has been tested on the wrist; it should never
feel abrasive) or a soft cloth to direct dust into
the head of the vacuum cleaner.
4 Neither the vacuum cleaner nor its brush
should ever touch the volume. The head of
the cleaner can be covered with cheese cloth
to prevent damage and loss of larger bits of
binding. A piece of nylon screening or
cheesecloth placed over the nozzle will
prevent any fragments of the bindings or
labels being sucked into the canister.
4 Vacuum the shelf and surrounding area.
Wipe with a slightly damp cloth, if necessary.

Choosing a Vacuum Cleaner
One caveat is to make sure that the model of
vacuum is appropriate for vacuuming books.
A portable canister-type vacuum cleaner with
a wand and brush attachment is generally
satisfactory for cleaning bound volumes.
The suction on many vacuum cleaners is
potentially hazardous to books, so adjustable
suction (low to avoid damaging the volumes)
is an important feature. A vacuum should
offer brush attachments which are used
(making sure that they are not too stif9 to
avoid having the metal or hard plastic end of
the wand come into contact with the volume.
Crevice tools and similar attachments should
not be used.
Make sure that the type of vacuum you
choose is appropriate for your needs. Some
libraries have criticized wet-dry vacuums,
mainly because they are noisy, bulky, and the
hoses are cumbersome and hard to
manipulate. Use the following guidelines
when choosing the appropriate model:
4 Competitive price. A high price does not

necessarily mean proportionately higher
quality.
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High performance. This includes
acceptable air flow and emissions.
Convenience. Look at hose use,
noise, dirt capacity, dirt disposal, and
general ease of use.
Maintenance.

+

The following are vacuums that are either
currently used by libraries to clean books
or purportedly are useful to clean books:

+ 3M Professional Vacuum Cleaner.

This vacuum looks like a plastic toolbox
and includes a handle, cord, hose, and
attachments, which are all stored
underneath the lid, making this unit
self-contained. It will not emit dust
particles or debris. It is lightweight and
portable and has a powerful 1 HP motor
and features a variety of attachments:
crevice tool, wand, bristle brush, ten foot
hose, dusting brush and needle
nozzle. However, it is noisy. A padded
shoulder strap is also offered.
3Ms Type 1 Filter is used to remove mold
for trapping fine particles in the range of
.3 to .5 microns. It is a fine, particle filter,
having a thinner, more concentrated
weave (High Efficiency Particle Arresting
or HPEA media) for trapping extremely
fine particles. The following filters are
also available:
3M Filters : No. 5325 filter type 1 Particle
size 1-2 micron $37.90
No. 5326 filter type 2 Particle
size 2-20 micron $19.45
Vendor: Light Impressions
Light Impressions Catalog, p. 61.
Item No. 5324 $246.50

+

Data-Vac Cleaning System.

DataVac Lightweight VacuumlBlower:
This is a powerful cleaner that can be
used as a blower or a vacuum. It is safe
for use on books. It has a handle and
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shoulder strap. The machine includes an
all-steel vacuumhlower unit. It is criticized by
some for a lack of suction power.
Data-Vac Heavy Duty Cleaning System.
In addition to cleaning books, this vacuum can
be used to vacuum book stacks and labs. It is
more powerful than the Data-Vac Lightweight
vacuumhlower. It is compact and easy to use
and really has the extra power to accomplish
the job. Dust is eliminated with a triple filtration
system which prevents it from escaping back
into the atmosphere.
Vendor: Gaylord
Gaylord 1996/97 Archival Products
Catalog, p. 131. No. AMCSMDV-2.
$145.00

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
Ellen McGrath
University at Buffalo
emcgratb@acsu.buffalo.edu

Brian Striman
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
brians@unllib.unl.edu
Ellen McGrath writes:
In the last column, Brian mentioned that we
would provide more information on research
grants. By the time you read this, the
proposal for the OBSmS joint research grant
should have been resubmitted to the chairs of
the two SISs. Hopefully we will have more on
this soon!
In regard to research grants, a natural first
reaction on your part might be: But the topic
that I'm interested in pursuing is not important
enough to apply for a grant. Do not assume
so! I don't have any hard data, but I suspect
that a number of people make this same
assumption and, as a result, some of these
research grants may be going unawarded. Or
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at the very least, I bet the organizations
granting them would appreciate more
applicants.
There are already a suprising number of
research grants out there for the taking. I
have just a few examples here, although I
am sure there are many more. First, on
the national level:
4 The Library Acquisitions: Practice &
Theory (LAPT) Research Award provides
an annual prize of $1,000 for research in
the broad areas of acquisitions, serials,
publishing, and collection management.
The award will be given for one proposal
and administered in two parts: $500 when
the proposal is selected to fund the
research effort and $500 when the
completed manuscript is submitted to
Library Acquisitions: Practice & Theory
(the journal).

+ The ASlS (American Society for

Information Science) Research Award is
given for a systematic program of
research in a single area at a level
beyond the single study and recognizes
outstanding research contributions in the
field of information science that have had
a significant and recent impact on the
field.

4 A new grant, the Online Audiovisual
Catalogers, lnc. (OLAC) Research Grant
is awarded annually by the OLAC
Executive Board to encourage research in
the field of audiovisual cataloging. The
amount is up to $2,000 annually.

On the state level, I ran across:
4 The Texas Library Association's CULD
Research and Grant Committee is
seeking proposals for research or job
enrichment grants. Research grants are
designed to assist in the funding of
research projects which will expand the
body of knowledge in library and

information science. Job enrichment grants
are available to individuals interested in
updating professionalskills. Travel grants for
professional conferences, including the TLA
Conference, will be considered.
4 SUNYLA (State University of New York
Librarians Association) has established a
small grants program for the purpose of
reimbursing members for expenses
associated with professional growth activities
when other funding sources are not available.
The program aims to reward the professional
growth of individual members while giving
special consideration to those applicants who
demonstrate how their exposure to an activity
will have broad impact on enhancing the
development of other colleagues.

As you can see, some grants are focused on
research in its purest form, while others are a
bit broader and even cover professional
development. My purpose in describing these
specific grants is really to get us all thinking
about grants in new ways. First, we must
recognize that we each do have something to
offer in terms of research. And secondly, we
must realize that our work is very worthy of
funding.
One of the reasons that Brian and I have been
expending our energies working on this
OBS/TS research grant proposal is that we
strongly believe that technical services
publishing is very important. Most likely no
one reading this column would dispute that
statement. But another way to perhaps
magnify its importance is by attracting funding
for carrying it out. Not to mention the fact that
being awarded a grant may make the whole
process easier on the researcher. I know that
applying for a grant adds another layer to the
overall process. But it may mean that your
institution will come through with some
release time. Many of you may be laughing at
that seemingly naive remark, but hope does
spring eternal! There is a certain amount of
prestige associated with winning a research
grant, and the downside of the
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embarrassment that could result from not
following through may carry some weight.
At least a grant might mean that you
and/or your institution will not have to
spend your own precious resources in the
process-a not insignificant consideration
in these tough budgetary times.
Another thing to consider is that there are
more grants out there. It may be worth
contacting your state library association,
your AALL chapter, or even non-library
associations. Think creatively! Ido have
more details on the ones I have
mentioned in this column, so contact me
(Ellen) if you are interested. Some of the
announcements are quite lengthy. And
these grants are given out annually, so if
you miss a deadline this year, you can
simply roll your planning over to the next
year.
You all should have received your
program announcement for the AALL
annual meeting coming up in Baltimore
this July. Iwill just point out that there is a
program in it called "So You Wanna Be a
Writer
To quote from the description,
"If you have ever wanted to take an idea
for an article from conception to
completion but have had trouble getting
started, this program is for you." As soon
as you receive your preliminary program,
be sure to circle that in red and Iwill see
you all there!
...*I

Some of you who subscribe may have
seen Mary Brandt Jensen's (Univ. of
Mississippi) message on LAW-LIB in
December asking for help in starting a
discussion about the future role of the
AALL Research Committee. Brian
responded privately to Mary and informed
her of our efforts to establish the OBSKS
research grant. He also filled her in on
the interest in and the activities of the
OBSKS Research Roundtable over the
past few years. Mary agreed that
technical services research is very
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important. Iwould encourage all of you to
chime in on the discussion along with Brian
and myself.
Speaking of the Research Roundtable, I have
just created a distribution list (not a listserv)
which Iuse to pass along announcements of
research opportunities to the attendees of the
Research Roundtable meeting in Indianapolis
last July. It is a one way list through which I
simply forward items of interest regarding
research. If you would like to be added to this
list, please let me know (Ellen).
Another of our colleagues has published!
Vianne Tang Sha (Univ. of MissouriColumbia) has an article entitled "Cataloguing
Internet Resources: The Library Approach" in
Electronic Libraryv. 13, no. 5 (October 1995):
pp. 467-476. Congratulations Vianne! There
may have been many more, but since I knew I
would be devoting much of the space to
research grants, I did not comb the literature
this time. If you know of publishing
accomplished by our colleagues, please
contact me or Brian just in case we miss it!
On the current research opportunity front:

+ The editors of MCJOURNAL: The Journal

of Academic Media Librarianship have issued
a call for contributorsto the next issue
devoted to the topic of the acquisition,
cataloging, and collection management of
audiovisual and multimedia formats (including
the Internet). Deadline: May 16, 1997.

+

There is a new Web newsletter called Law
Library Resource Xchange
(http://www.llrx.com). It focuses on
research, management and technology topics
for legal professionals.

+

The Public-Access Computer Systems
Review issued a call for papers dealing with
access to information on the Internet. The coeditors (Pat Ensor-PLEnsor@uh.edu and
Tom Wilson-TWilson@uh.edu) are
interested in exploring the theory and practice
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of current and potential future information
organization and retrieval methods used
with the Internet. Publication schedule is
flexible.
http:llinfo.lib.u h.edulpacsrev.htm1

+ A new electronic journal reviewing

materials published in electronic form,
Eledronic Resources Review, is looking
for reviewers and will publish signed
product/title reviews particularly
appropriate for academic libraries.
Contact Norman Desmarais
(normd@providence.edu).

+

Inside a recent issue of a Haworth
journal, I noticed an ad saying in big, bold
letters: Book Manuscripts Welcome!
Under that it went on to say that "The
Haworth Press, Inc. is aggressively
expanding its book publishing programs
and welcomes the submission of either
completed manuscripts or book outlines
for consideration ... Send your complete
manuscript or outline plus professional
'vita' to: Bill Palmer, Vice President, Book
Division, The Haworth Press, Inc., 10
Alice St., Binghamton, NY 13904-1580
USA."

+ The ARL (Association of Research

Libraries) Office of Management Services
(OMS) Systems and Procedures
Exchange Center has launched a new
publication series, Transforming Libraries,
which will focus on how libraries are using
technology to transform library services
and operations. Each issue will address
how institutions and individuals are
pioneering in a particular subject and
report on that area. Contact Laura
Rounds (laura@cni.org) for more
information. Also check out:
http:llarl.cni.org/transforml

SERIALS

Christine Tarr
university of CaliEOrnia, Berkeley
tarrc@boalt.berkeley.edu
Margaret McDonald
University of San Diego
maggiemc@pwa.acusd.edu
The following serials title changes were
recently identified by the University of
California, Berkeley Law Library acquisitions
staff and the University of San Diego Legal
Research Center serials staft
The ... directory of private bar involvement
programs 1985-1993
Changed to: Directory of pro bono programs
1996Internationaltax & business lawyer
Vol. 1, no. 1 (summer 1983)-v. 13, no. 2
(1996)
Changed to: Berkeley journal of international
law Vol. 14, no. 1 (1996)North Carolina State Bar quarterly
Vol. 25, no. 1 (1978)-v. 43, no. 2 (spring 1996)
Changed to: The North Carolina State Bar
journal Vol. 1, no. 1 (fall 1996)Public finance quarterly
Changed to: Public finance review Vol. 25,
no. 1 (Jan. 1997)The following serials cessations were
identified by the serials staff of the University
of San Diego Legal Research Center and the
University of California, Berkeley Law Library
acquisitions staff:
Children and the Law Committee newsletter
Ceased with: vol. 6, no. 2 (1994)
Critical issues (Lileton, Colo.)
Ceased with: vol. 2, no. 3 (Dec. 1995) .
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EFTA bulletin
Ceased with: vol. 33, no. 3 4 (Aug.-Dec.
1992)
Labour law documents
Ceased with: 1995:3
Public interest law review
Ceased with: 1995
Queensland Law Society journal
Ceased with: vol. 26, no. 6 (December
1996)

Corrections: First Principles has not
ceased publication as reported in the
December 1996 column. It suspended
publication for a while. Publication
resumed with vol. 20, no. 1 (Jan. 1996).
Thank you to an alert reader for this
information.
Banister (Chicago, 111.) has not ceased
publication, as was reported in the
December 1996 column, but has
changed its title to Young lawyer
(Chicago, 111. :1996) beginning with vol. 1,
no. 1 (Oct. 1996)-

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Aha T. Stone
Florida State University Law Library
atstone@law.fsu.edu
"Variety is the spice of life!" was the
favorite proverb of my high school Latin
teacher, judging by how often she used to
cite the phrase to us. Well, if you want
variety, it was not lacking in the Library of
Congress Subjed Headings (LCSH)
additions and changes in the last year.
Since this column is being wriien in
January, it seems fitting to stand back and
take a look at what was "new" in 1996.
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In one of the last LC Weekly Lists of the year,
major changes were made to subject
headings dealing with consfifufionaltopics.
The revisions are basically consistent with
recommendations made last May by a task
force of the AALL TS-SIS Cataloging &
Classification Committee, and approved by
the whole Committee at the Indianapolis
meeting in July. Headings of the type
651 0 $a [Place] $x Constitution
651 0 $a [Place] $x Constitutional law
651 0 $a [Place] $x Constitutional law $x
Amendments
651 0 $a [Place] $x Constitutional history

have been canceled. Those subdivisions are
no longer valid under names of jurisdictions.
Instead, the pre-existing main headings
CONSTITUTIONS,CONSTITUTIONALLAW,
and CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY have been
changed to allow for geographic subdivision
by the jurisdiction in question. And, a new
heading has been established in the form,
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS. This
means that the corrected headings will have
these structures:
650 0 $a Constitutions $z [Place]
650 0 $a Constiutional law $2 [Place]
650 0 $a Constiutional amendments $2
[Place]
650 0 $a Constitutional history $2 [Place]

For complete information and instructions,
catalogers ought to consult the scope notes
contained in the revised authority records for
these terms.
Two major revisions which affect all types of
libraries concern the treatment of New York
City in geographic subdivisions and the
traditional use of the term "man" to represent
all humankind. In the first instance, the
exceptional practice of direct subdivision for
NEW YORK (N.Y.) is now discontinued in
favor of the indirect order of subdivision
NEW YORK (STATE)-NEW YORK.

-

-

For many years the Library of Congress has
tried, with much success, to eliminate gender
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bias in the LCSH terminology. In “Are We
on Equal Terms Yet?,” an arb’cle in
Library Resources & Technical Services
(April 1993), Margaret N. Rogers
documents 20 years of progress in this
area, while pointing out some of the more
subtle forms of gender discrimination
which continue on in our subject
headings. One of these has been the
“ManMloman generic problem,” i.e., the
use of “man” to refer to all humanity and
”woman” to refer only to women. Well, in
1996 LC decided to cancel the subject
heading MAN. Most of the entries which
formerly had the heading ”MAN” will be
changed to HUMAN BEINGS. The scope
note for HUMAN BEINGS says: “Here are
entered works, primarily of an
anthropological nature, on humanity in the
collective sense. General works on
human beings as individuals are entered
under PERSONS.” By the way, another
man-specific subject heading was altered
in 1996, when “Bail bondsmen” became
“Bail bond agents.”
No review of subject headings, at least in
this column, would be complete without
mention of the establishment of the
LAW AND LEGISLATION subdivisions.
The heading RAPE-LAW AND
LEGISLATION, which had been
establishedjust in 1992, was canceled
and changed into a 450 (used for)
reference on the authority record for
RAPE. It is a crime. Names of crimes
are “inherently legal” terms; hence, they
are not allowed to have the -LAW AND
LEGISLATION subdivision. Conversely,
TRADEMARKS has been judged to be
not inherently legal, because it has always
been used also for works that list or depict
trademarks as well as for works dealing
with the legal aspects of trademarking. In
1996 the more specific TRADEMARKSLAW AND LEGISLATION was
established by LC. (For catalog
maintenance purposes, we will give this
instruction to staft If the work is classified

-

in a “K” class or subclass, then go ahead and
add $x Law and legislation directly after the
“Trademarks” subfield in fields tagged as
650.)
Prior to 1989 the heading CONSOLIDATION
AND MERGER OF CORPORATIONS carried
a “general see-also reference” to the
subdivision -CONSOLIDATION under types
of industries. This was changed to the
subdivision -MERGERS, but it was not until
last year that corresponding revisions were
made to the authority records for the
following:
150 0 Producer cooperatives Sx Mergers
(changed from “$x Consolidation?
150 0 Railroads Sx Mergers (changed from
“$x Consolidation7
150 0 Shipping Sx Mergers (changedpom
“$x Consolidation?
150 0 Tradeunions Sx Mergers (changed
from “$x ConsoIjdalion7
150 0 Transportation Sx Mergers (changed
from “$x Consolidation7

Some other industries for which subject
authority records were created in 1996
containing the subdivision -MERGERS
include: NURSING HOMES; PHYSICIAN
MANAGEMENT COMPANIES; and,
RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES. (The
subdivision -MERGERS is free-floating under
types of industries and under types of
schools.)
Current events also had their influence on
LCSH additions and changes. New headings
TRIALS (POLICE MISCONDUCT), POLICE
BRUTALITY, and POLICE MISCONDUCT
were all established last year. Works on the
last two topics formerly had been assigned
the less-specific subject heading, POLICECOMPLAINTS AGAINST” (still a valid
heading). The fashionable term “Elder law”
and its variant, “Elderlaw,” have been added
as 450 (UF) references under AGED-LEGAL
STATUS, LAWS, ETC. And the scope notes
under AGEISM and under AGE
DISCRIMINATION have been modified to
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include young people, who are
sometimes the victims of prejudicial
beliefs and actions.
This is not a complete list of 1996
revisions, by any means, but just a few of
the more significant subject heading
“news” which I noted. There were also
two very important resources published in
new editions last year. The 5th ed. of
Subject CatalogingManual: Subject
Headings, prepared by LC’s Cataloging
Policy and Support Office, is an essential
tool for users of the LCSH system,
particularly for the verification of
subdivisions and guidelines on their use.
It is available from the LC Cataloging
Distribution Service, $120 for the basic 4
v. set, and $40 for the two 1997 updates.
(Note that the manual is meant to be used
in conjunction with either online access to
LC subject authority records, or the 4 v.
set of LCSH 19th ed., which costs $200.)
Tillie Krieger’s Subject Headings for the
Literature of Law and InternationalLaw,
and Index to LC K Schedules, also newly
issued in a 5th edition, is an excellent
resource for smaller law libraries who
cannot afford access to ongoing updates
of the LCSH system. This tool is no. 55 in
the AALL Publications Series. It is also
available from Fred B. Rothman & Co.,
for $145.

~

~~~

~

OBS OCLC COMMITTEE
George Prager
Brooklyn Law School Library
gprager brooklaw@pcm brooklaw.edu

.

.

Greetings! Karin Den Bleyker has
completed her splendid stint as OCLC
Committee Chair, and I have succeeded
to the honor. At long last here’s my first
column, which hopefully disproves the
saying “Brevity is the soul of wit.” If you
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find your interest lagging, you can skip to the
last item, but please give it some thought.
Here are the most recent hot (and semi-hot)
OCLC developments.

Sayonara PRISM
OCLC announced that it was making the
following name changes, effective Jan. 1,
1997: What we call “OLUC” or the “OCLC
online union catalog,” or a permutation
thereof, is now to be called “WorldCat, the
OCLC Online Union Catalog’ on first
reference and “WorldCat” on second
reference.” The terms “PRISM” or “PRISM
service” are replaced by just “OCLC.” (Whew!
No more trying to explain to bemused staff the
difference between PRISM and Passport).

Desktop and Related Developments
As Microsoft moves closer to a 32-bit
operating system and a common
communications interface for Windows 95
and Windows NT, it has simultaneously ended
its development of the DOS operating system.
Therefore, OCLC will continue its support for
Passport for DOS only until around January
1998. Nor will Windows 3.X be supported
much longer. Instead, OCLC will concentrate
on developing new software applications for
Microsoft’s 32 bit-operating system
environments, Windows 95, and Windows NT.
To minimize the risk of hardware
obsolescence over the next three to five
years, OCLC strongly recommendsthat in
1997 libraries budget for the following
minimum workstation requirements: Pentium
based system, 32 MB RAM memory, IGB hard
disk, CD-ROM drive, SVGA or higherresolution display adapter, Microsoft mouse or
compatible pointing device, [and] Windows 95.
An economical option is OCLC’s M5100
workstation, which is being offered for $1380,
a recent price reduction of $610.

Telecommunication Access
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OCLC currently offers dial access, multidrop
line, the X.25 Telecommunications
Linking Program (TLP) and the Internet.
During the next three to five years, OCLC
plans to phase out the first three options,
and replace them with two alternatives
employing the industry standard TCPAP
protocol: dedicated access and dial
access TCPAP. Both of these new options
will offer access to all OCLC online
setvices, and support graphics and file
transfer protocol (FTP). Dedicated
access TCPAP will operate over highspeed (56kbps and above) links between
the user and OCLC via OCLC's
telecommunications carrier. Initially it will
employ Frame Relay protocol; dial
access TCPAP will operate over Point-toPoint (PPP) protocol. Both access
methods will switch to other higher speed
underlying technology as user needs
require. As OCLC and its
telecommunications carrier will be
managing this network, its reliability,
diagnostics, and support are expected to
be far superior to the Internet, though the
Internet will still be offered as a third
access option. (For more information on
either of the above topics, see the cover
story in the Nov./Dec. OCLC newslefter,
and also SUNY/OCLC's January 1997
Sfatus line).
Cataloging Fixed Fee Pricing

Beginning in July 1997, all interested nontapeloading cataloging members will be
offered a new option for pricing, called
Fixed fee pricing. Based on an average
derived from the last 36 months of the
library's OCLC use (both charges and
credits), the fixed fee price will be billed in
12 equal monthly installments (July
through June). It includes cataloging
usage, but not ILL, Union listing activii,
telecommunications costs, or any
Reference services' activities. Each
qualifying OCLC library will receive a fixed
fee quote by mail in March 1997.

Libraries wishing to try out this new pricing
option for the 1997198 fiscal year should send
the required form back to their networks by
June 10,1997. It is not necessary to make a
long-term commitment to the new pricing
option. Near the end of every OCLC fiscal
year each library will have the option of
choosing the tixed-fee pricing or the perbillable transaction method for the following
fiscal year. Those institutionswhich can
predict that they are going to have significantly
higher cataloging activity during a particular
period (such as during a RECON project),
might choose Fixed-fee pricing for that period,
and then switch back to the per-billable
transaction method. Those librarieswhich
expect to be doing their normal amount of
cataloging during a particular period, but
higher percentages of original cataloging or of
enhancinghpgrading of WorldCat, might
want to keep with per-transaction billing.

Export Record Changes
Since Jan. 19, 1997, a slightly different
message appears on the screen, when you
export a record from OCLC to your local
system. The message now reads "Record
exported in USMARC," rather than just
"Record exported." This changed message
appears because OCLC has been working on
software which will convert bibliographic
records from the USMARC format to the
UNIMARC format and vice versa. Later in
1997, OCLC plans to add an option to export
bibliographic records via the UNIMARC
format.

New Reference Service
In mid November 1996, OCLC added a
"Support Home Page," easily accessed by
clicking on the "Support" icon on OCLC's
Home Page. This home page provides
information on the status of OCLC online
systems, a FAQ file on OCLC products and
senrices, an e-mail address for OCLC support
staff, and links to all OCLC-affiliated U.S.
regional networks' Web sites. It is intended to
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provide the user with an alternative to
telephone support. About the same time,
the “OCLC Passport for Windows Home
Page” made its debut
http:l/www.oclc.orgloclclpassporUpassport.htrn

It features areas for “OCLC macro
language, FAQs, articles, tips, ordering
information, support, other sites related to
Passport, and more.” OCLC’s Web
site has links to the new “SUN/OCLC
Network Home Page,” introduced in fall
1996:
http://sunyoclc.sysadm.suny.edu

I can also highly recommend to all OCLC
users the Network’s monthly technical
newsletter, Status Line. Each issue
normally contains sections entitled
General information, Collections and
technical services, Communications and
access, and Reference services. Access
is also provided to another useful
publication The Net Homesteader, a bimonthly electronic periodical review of
Internet resources.

Additional Highlights of the OCLC Web
The OCLC Participating Institutions List
has an online version
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/fonns/pisearch.htrn

This list can be searched by institution
name, OCLC symbol, city, state and
country, and also by other searchable
fields. A recent enhancement made in
late December 1996 is the ability to limit a
search to ILL fee management
participants only. This Web version is
updated on a weekly basis, compared to
twice a year for the printed list. A
Participating institutions list change
request is also available at the same
address. If you’re looking for OCLC
symbols of libraries in a particular
geographic area, go to: “Custom holdings
search for OCLC symbols.”
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/fonnslpisrch3.htrn

Latest news releases are provided at
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/press/latetoc.htm Or

click on the “News” icon on OCLC’s Home
Page. Another good source for current news
is OCLC’s monthly Bits and Pieces:

http://www.oclc.org/oclc/menu/bit.htm
More substantive articles on current issues of
interest are given in the bimonthly
OCLC Newsletter:
http://www.ocIc.org/oclc/new/list.htm
By clicking on the “Documentation and forms”
icon on the OCLC Home Page, you can
access online versions of: OCLC’s Technical
Bulletin, the new edition of Bibliographic
Formats and Standards, the 3rd ed. of
Concise lnpuf Standards, the Master Enhance
List, OCLC-MARC code lists, and extensive
Firstsearch and EPIC documentation Having
struggled with 239.50 problems, I found the
Firstsearch via 239.50 Configuration Guide
particularly helpful. Firsfsearch Databases
Notebook provides a list of all Firstsearch
databases, with basic searching and
searching tips given for each database.

New Reference Service
OCLC’s “Firstsearch Electronic Collections
Online” is scheduled for release in the second
quarter of 1997. Libraries will be able to
remotely access large collections of
“scholarly” journals through the Web. The
idea behind the service is for each publisher
to offer electronic subscriptions for as many of
its journals as possible. By mid January 1997
nine publishers had signed agreements with
OCLC to offer more than 260 journals
electronically to libraries. Within a year of the
product release, roughly 500 journals are
expected to be available. By centralizing
information storage and access, OCLC
expects participating libraries to realize
significant cost savings. Other benefits
include: Online access to a large number of
journals, high quality page representation
(Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF)),
ability to do cross- journal searching and
browsing, permanent archiving of older issues
by OCLC, and availability of OCLC usage
statistics reports for institutional subscribers.
This service is intended to complement the
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full-text offerings currently available
through Firstsearch. OCLC plans to
eventually integrate the two services.
According to Andrea Keyhani of OCLC (email 1-21-97), OCLC is interested in
expanding access to include legal
publishers. If there is a particular
publication any of you wishes to be made
available online, you can let Andrea know
(keyhani@oclc.org).

record exists in a particular category, topic, or
subtopic, then that particular area will not
appear on the browse list. Ihave tried out this
enhancement and it seems like a great way to
look for Internet resources, at least until all
worthwhile Internet resources are cataloged.
(A topic which Iwill discuss in my next TSLL
column).

FirstSearch Developments

OCLC has begun a pilot project with the
Academic Book Center, Yankee Peddler, and
three member librariesto enhance the
PromptCat service, which currently provides
automated copy cataloging for materials on
order with vendors. In May 1997, OCLC plans
to introduce a new option in which libraries will
receive shelf-ready materials or materials
along with an electronic file of labels, if they
prefer, and OCLC-MARC recordswith
holdings already set. As of early 1997,
fourteen vendors had signed agreementswith
OCLC to participate in the Promptcat service.

Since the last OCLC column, the
following databases have been added to
Firstsearch: July 1996: RlLM abstracts of
music literature and the CINAHL
database (nursing and allied health);
November 1996: Business & industry, “a
multi-industry, international database of
industry, market, company, and product
information from leading business
publications”; December 1996- : The
World Almanac and Book of Facts, and,
most recently, the New York Times
database (full- text of articles published in
the last 90 days, and abstracts and
indexes published since January 1994).
The World Book Encyclopedia is
expected to be added in early 1997.
On September 22, 1996 Firstsearch
added three major enhancement:
For full-text databases, there is now
“one-click access’ to the full text of an
article from the brief record list. For the
full-text icon to appear, however, the fulltext option must first be turned on in the
Firstsearch Administrative module.
The copyright and search screens are
now consolidatedso that a user can begin
searching immediately after selecting a
database.
In the NetFirst database, a new
browser allows users to search by going
up to three levels deep into a subject
hierarchy based on the Dewey Decimal
system. Searches are counted only when
a user requests to see records. If no

+

+
+

Promptcat Enhancements

Vendor-supplied CIP
Upgrade Project
Yankee Book Peddler became the first batch
participant in this project when OCLC loaded
the first file of its records on Jan. 7, 1997.
Yankee catalogers are allowed to upgrade
any CIP records to full-level (Encoding level
“blanK), but are not allowed to change any
records already upgraded to that level by the
Library of Congress, National Level Enhance
participants, or OCLC’s CIP Upgrade Service.
(OCLC’s CIP service is done through OCLC
TechPro catalogers stationed at Academic
Book Center in Portland, Oregon). For an
example of a Yankee-upgraded record, see
OCLC #35001782.

Bib Notification
OCLC introduced this service in August 1996.
It offers automatic delivery of records
upgraded to full-level OCLC-MARC for which
the library has attached holdings. Records are
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sent to libraries via tape-load, EDX
(Electronic Data Exchange), or through
the OCLC Bib Notification file. This
setvice will be offered to libraries free of
charge through June 30,1997. (For more
information, see Technical Bulletin 218).

OCLC Selection
Formerly known as Promptselect, this
service “allows an online bibliographic
record containing order instructions to be
passed electronically from a selector to
acquisitions and finally into the local
system order record” (OCLC news
release announcing the inauguration of
the new service on July 19,1996). Users
can choose either a menu or a command
interface. Selection databases are
currently R.R. Bowker’s Books in Print
and Worldcat. Three major foreign
language book vendors have added their
records to WorldCat for this service:
February 1996, Casilini Libri (Italian); May
1996, Puvill Libros (Latin American); and,
in January 1997, lberbook International
(Spanish). Vendor records are standard
MARC records, except for a local 938
field that contains vendor specific ordering
information. Each vendor’s records may
be retrieved through use of the Vendor
keyword (vn) index, which searches the
938 subfields $a (full vendor name) and
$b (OCLC assigned vendor code:
“CASA”, ”PUVL“, and “IBER” for the three
vendors mentioned above). It is
recommended that the ”vn” index be
combined with at least one other index to
avoid exceeding the system limits for
displaying search results.

EUR-OPResource File
OCLC has been further enriched by the
addition of the EUR-OP Resource File.
“EUR-OP” is the Office for Official
Publicationsof the European Communty.
The file includes publications in eleven
languages, with emphasis on European

Union developments in a variety of fields. It is
accessed by logging on with any valid OCLC
authorization number, and entering the
command cho europ <F11>. Although only
keyword searching is supported, several of
these indexes are for bound phrases such as
author, title, subject, meeting. Any of these
records may be used for cataloging through
the derive command. Detailed instructions
are given in OCLC’s Technical Bulletin 219.
Our library receives its fair share of European
Community publications (at least from a
cataloger’s perspective!), but we rarely have
to do any original cataloging for these titles. I’d
be interested in hearing from any of you who
have found this file to be a useful resource.

Produd Services Menu (PSM)
A second edition of the OCLC Product
Services User Guide has recently been
issued, available in paper and on the Web:
http:/lwww.oclc.org/oclc/tnan/9110psugltoc.htm

For the benefit of those who haven’t used this
part of the system, as I hadn’t until the new
guide arrived, the guide defines PSM as, “An
online service that provides product support
information and file transfer capabilities for all
OCLC users.” Instructions are given for both
manual and automatic logon procedures,
using all standard current means of access. It
is first necessary to logon manually, and then
download whichever “Passport script for
product services” is appropriate for the
library’s method of accessing OCLC. In the
“Passport Setup” directory, select the “Edit”
menu, and under the “Script file parameters”
option, add an authorization number,
password, and any other necessary
parameters, dependent on access method.
After saving the changes, you can log on to
this part of the system automatically in the
future. In early 1997, the Product Services
Menu provided six basic options: 1 and 2. File
retrieval and file submittal (used primarily for
OCLC fee-based services such as
Promptcat, Bib notification, OCLC Select,
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PRISM usage stats, etc.); 3. Passport
automatic logon scripts; 4. Passport for
Windows macros (Both user & OCLC
supplied); 5. Software updates; 6. Support
of OCLC products 8, services. Having the
logon scripts available online is certainly a
great advantage over having them only
available on diskette. Option 6 provides a
great deal of useful information: Dial
access CompuServe phone numbers,
extensive FAQs, an option to “Ask UNS a
question,” OCLC regional network contact
information, and an online version of the
Product Services Menu User Guide. The
“Ask UNS a question” option thus
constitutes a third method of contacting
OCLC, in addition to telephone and the
Web. (See above description of OCLC’s
new Support Home Page). Under the
FAQs option, seventeen topics were
listed. I especially liked the FAQs section
on telecommunications. It certainly beat
the OCLC troubleshooting guide I
prepared for local consumption!
If I were to summarize my opinion of the
Product Services Menu, I’d say first of all
that it is essential for those libraries which
need to retrieve or send files to OCLC.
For the rest of us, it appears to be a
useful addition, especially the availability
of automatic logon scripts and macros.
The FAQs are useful, but if one is paying
for connect time, it seems better to get the
information from the Web or from written
documentation. Another consideration is
that it is not possible to switch from
another system, such as Cataloging or
ILL, directly to PSM without logging off
one system and then logging on the other.
For instance, while in the Cataloging
system, I can switch to ILL by using the
command “Sys ILL.” However, if Itype
“SYS PSM,” I can’t access the Product
Services Menu. The system respondswith
the message, “The reason you can’t
switch from another subsystem to PSM or
vice versa, is because WorldCat and PSM
are on different machines.“ Itried out the

“Ask UNS a question” feature via PSM and
received a response 48 hours later.

ILL ME for Windows
In mid-January. 1997, OCLC released its
“Interlibrary Loan Micro Enhancer for
Windows” software, which is supposed to offer
all the functionality of its DOS counterpart,
plus the added perks of the Windows
environment. The DOS-based ILL ME Plus
will be supported only through November
1997. “Sample OCLC ILL ME for Windows
data files” are available at
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/man/illdata.htm
For more information, refer to the January 14
news release available on the Web, or contact
either Judith Carter (carterj@oclc.org) or
Nita Dean (nita-dean@oclc.org).
OCLC Meeting in Baltimore: During last
year’s meeting in Indianapolis, we discussed
possible topics for the Baltimore Committee
meeting. At the time, the preference was for a
speaker on Passport for Windows. Many of
you by now are probably quite familiar with
PP4W, and might prefer to hear a different
topic or topics discussed. Some other possible
topics : The OCLC Authority Control Service;
OCLC and PCC (The Program for
Cooperative Cataloging); PURLS, Webpacs,
and the Intercat; WebZ, 239.50, and
Sitesearch; the Internationalizationof
Worldcat; or a general OCLC update session.
I realize that most of the above topics reflect
my particular interests, so please send me
your suggestions about what you’d like to
hear!

OBS LOCAL SYSTEMS COMMITI’EE
Georgia Briscoe
University of Colorado Law Library
briscoe@spot.Cobrado.EDU

At the OBS Local Systems Committee
meeting in Indianapoliswe agreed to publish
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in our TSLL column the List of OPAC
Commonly Misspelled Words, originally
compiled by Terry Ballard. This
compilation is very useful to technical
services librarians when cleaning up their
local systems. The List started in 1991 as
a by-product of a keyword inspection of
the online catalog of Adelphi University.
Early in the process I found that words
appearing more than once in the Adelphi
catalog were almost always found in other
OPACs of similar or larger size. Since
then I have added some words as I found
them.
The February 1997 version of the List
integrates material from a confirming
study performed at the University of North
Florida by Bob Jones. Words that only
appeared once in the Adelphi list but that
had multiple hits in the UNFcatalog have
been added to the Medium Probability
section. The List is printed as a special
section in this issue

OBS RLIN COMMITTEE
Heather Hawkins
University of San Francisco
HawkinsH@usfca.edu

EUREKA MUSINGS FROM
SOMEONE NEW TO EUREKA
I've been having a great time with Eureka
on the Web. Ithought, "Hey. I'm an RLlN
power-user; I love commands. I know I
won't go for this point-and-click kinda
searching." So I wasn't exactly prepared
to really like Eureka on the Web! (I'm
going to save myself some typing here
and call it EurekaMleb.)
To back up a little: RLG announced in
early January that EurekaMleb was
generally available. For those of you with
Eureka accounts used directly (you type
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in the account name and password), point
your Web browser to:
http://eureka.rlg.org
Multiuser accounts used through menus and
scripts can get more information
at:
http://www.rlg.org/eureka.startup.html
First the basics: I found all the screens well
organized and easy to use. There are
navigation buttons at the top and bottom of
the screen. This is a great feature and keeps
scrolling to a minimum. Some indexes return
search results in a browse screen, which
looks very similar to Eurekanelnet, where
you can click to select records you would like
to see. Like Eurekanelnet, you can even
select non-sequential records, i.e.,
numbers 1,3-4,5, and 9, download, print, or
e-mail search results in various formats. All
the key features of Eurekanelnet are still
available, with the added advantage of having
all indexed headings display as active links.

I think EurekaNVeb makes this all a little
easier, though, and with the right Internet
connection, a little faster. EurekaMleb
displays records on one web page, so you can
scroll through your results rather than
going from screen to screen. EurekaMleb
also takes advantage of your browser's
capabilities to download, print, or e-mail
records. Users familiar with how their Web
browser works can export records without
learning all the commands necessary for
Eurekanelnet, i.e. faculty members who are
compiling bibliographies.
Yes, Eurekanelnet is easy, but there are a lot
of screens to read to learn how to export
records into ProCite format. With
EurekaMleb, I exported without ever having to
check a Help screen. I had never exported
with Eureka before!
Of course, I decided to check out Help. I was
very impressed. Herp opened as a separate
window; each screen has a link to the Help
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Contents. When you type Help using
Eurekamelnet, you leave your search
session to read the Help screens.
EurekaNVeb lets you keep the He/p
window up and open while you continue
to work in your Eureka session.
But Help gets even better. The Help
Contents screen contains a live e-mail
link, so you can e-mail your questions
directly to RLG staff, and, this is what
really impresses me, it has a l i e chat
feature using Netscape's CoolTalk to the
Eureka CoolTalk customer support line.
When you select this option, the hours
that the CoolTalk customer support line is
open are listed, and if it's currently open,
a link is available to the RLlN person who
is online. Live help -Wow!
Of course, EurekaMlebcan also take
advantage of URLs that are in the
records. They are displayed like so:
Electronic Access:
http:/lwww.fplc.edu/ipmall.htm
So even if you never thought you would
want to use Eureka, do give EurekaNVeb
a whirl, even you fellow catalogers. We
do find ourselves on the reference desk,
and helping to compile thorny
bibliographies(like that one on
Vietnamese finance ... in English, yet).
E-mailing the results to the professor,
attorney, or fellow staff member who
requestedthem is a lot faster than waiting
by the printer and walking to the
mailboxes!

http:/hmmr.rfg.org/rtfw.html

Some RLG publications may also be ordered
online now. For more informationsee:
http://www.rlg.orglpubslist. html
http:/lwww.rlg.org/pu b.html
4 There is a great new searchable list of
RLlN library identifiers. It offers exact and
keyword searching by institution name or
identifier and has a link to one long, complete
list:

http:I/www.rlg.orgllilist. html

And, lastly, put on your thinking caps for AALl
in Baltimore! What would you like to talk
about at the RLlN Committee's Open
Discussion? Drop me a line and let me know.
Information about RLlN Activities at AALL will
be posted to RLIN-L. To subscribe, send an
e-mail the message 'subscribe RLIN-L <your
first and last names' to

LISTPROC@LISTS.RLG.ORG
Correction: In my previous column, the
quote in the third paragraph should read
"
... develop automated scripts for extracting
records for dataloading into RLIN." (Not,
"
... cataloging into RLIN.") That's what Iget
for writing on decaf!

Other quick RLIN news:
4 RLlN Terminal for Windows 4.0 is
available, and adds Cyrillic, Hebrew, and
Arabic script input and display. It also
displaysthe RLIN ILL record IDSas
barcodes on the long and partial displays
in the ILL file. For more information, see
the October 1996 RUN Focus, or point
your Web browser at:

/-\
/"""\

ff p://ff p.rlg.org/pub/r-focusl22od9B/bcodeids.txt
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LIST OF OPAC COMMONLY MISSPELLED WORDS
OBS LOCAL SYSTEMS COMMIlTEE
FEBRUARY 1997
High probability misspellings
Acquistion
Adrninstration
Analyis
Associaton
Assoication
Behaviorial
Bibiography
Britian
Characterisitics
Commerical
Committe
Cornmunites
Cornternporary
Curriculm
Decisons
Developement
Ecomomic
Ecornonic
Educaton
Eduction
Hisory
lnroduction
lntergral
lnternatonal
Krushchev
Linquistic
Literatue
Medival
Occurence
Ofthe
Pantornine
Philosphy
Psychanalysis
Psychanalytic
Questionaire
Reponses
Reseach
ResponsibMy
Seventeeth
Techique
Techiques
Univeristy
Universty
Withdrawl

Moderate Probability
=pellings
Opera (Zero instead of 0)
Activites
Adrninistation
Afairs
Agression
Alcholics
Applicatons
Apprasial
Artic
Artifical
Asociation
Assocation
Biograhy
Biograpical
Buddist
Challange
Characterisitcs
Chid1ren
Childern
Citicisrn
Clincial
Commitee
Cornrnrnittee
Consitution
Consitutional
Contemporay
Conternpory
Contributon
Decisionns
Develornent
Developmernt
Develprnent
Devloprnent
Dictonary
Disabilites
Dissertion
Divison
Educaion
Educatiion
Eductation
Eigth
Eigthteenth
Encyclopdia
Environnrnental
Estabishrnent
Evaulation
Facilites
Facsirnilies

Febrary
Foreward
Frontierthe
Governement
Historial
Histoy
Hospital
lindustrial
Indentification
lnfomation
lnstitue
lnstructiion
lnstututions
lntergovenmental
Internatinal
lnternatonal
Langauge
Lanugage
Libray
Logitudinal
Massachusset
Matematical
Medca
Musuem
Nation1
Nietzche
Ochestra
Opportunites
Orgaization
Organiation
Organizatin
Orgin
Orhcestra
Perpective
Persepectives
Philadephia
Phildelphia
Philosopy
Physcial
Plannning
Politcal
Politican
Pratice
Presidental
Prespective
Problrns
Pscyhology
Psychoanlytic
Psychosical
Psycological
Publiations

Pyschological
Quadriplegia
Quide
Realtions
Relatoinhip
Rememberance
Rennaissance
Reorganisation
Reportof
Residental
Revolutinary
Rrelations
Scienes
Selction
Selectd
Severly
Sevice
Sevices
Spainish
Stablization
Statisitics
Stuggle
Sufficent
Supression
Techinques
Televison
Temperment
Tendancies
Thehistory
Tommorrow
Toyko
Transporation
Troubador
United Sttes
Unsre
Unsrer
Virture
Workship

MisSpeUings found once
Absorsption
Acitivities
Acolesence
Activiies
Adapatation
Administator
Adolescednts
Adolesecent
Affaris
Afterthougths
Aggregatge
Agressive
Agriculure
Alittle
Analaysis
Anniversay
Anomolies
Anotated
Aplications
APOCryPhYl
Appenddix
Applcations
Appomatox
Aquisitions
Arangements
Archaelogy
Architectvral
Ariihmethic
Atiticle
Arthvr
Asessment
Assesing
Assessment
Assigments
Associatiion
Asssociation
Authoritatianism
pacalaureate
Bacgrounds
Barcellona
Battls
Begining
Beginnigns
Beleive
Berkely
Betweeen
Betweenthe
Bewtwen
Bibiographical
Bibligraphy
Bibliogaphy
Bibliogrphy
Bilbliographers
Bookshoop

Briegroom
Bristish
Broooklyn
Buccanner
Buckleky
Bushes
Caffein
Calmity
Cambrige
Captalist
Captial
Carniverous
Casuality
Casuatly
Caswork
Cediied
Ceedings
Challege
Charaters
Charcters
Charitalbe
Chauncer
Chemitry
Cherkoee
Choregraphy
Choronology
Chruch
Cimmission
Cinicinnati
Circulatroy
Circumcison
Cirticism
Citizans
Civilzation
Cmmittee
Cngress
Coexistance
Colections
Collecing
Collectiolns
Collecton
Colonalism
Comapany
Comission
Comissioners
Commedy
Commentray
Commentry
Commericial
Commetary
Commionof
Committment
Committtee
Commmentary
Commom
Commonwealt

Communit
Comonwealth
Cornparision
Comparsion
Compartive
Competancy
Complplex
Comprhensive
Comprizing
Conclustions
Conection
Confernce
Confict
Congess
Consistancy
Conspircy
Constitutents
Constructon
Constuction
Consuption
Containg
Contaning
Contemperary
Contermporary
Contibutions
Contraints
Coodination
Coodinator
Coomponents
Coopertives
Corportation
Correcton
Correespondence
Correspondcence
Coummunity
Coumpounds
Crafstman
Creativiy
Cricticism
Critisicm
Critisim
Cruasde
Crusdade
Cultral
Decription
Defenedants
Definitaion
Deivision
Democfratic
Depresion
Depresive
Desinged
Developent
Developmant
Developmentt
Developmet

Deveopmental
Devision
Dication
Dictatrship
Didt
Differental
Differentil
Differntiati
Difficalties
Dimensonal
Disabilties
Disabilty
Disarmamamen
Discources
Discoures
Disodrders
Dispair
Dissenting
Distruption
Doctine
Dontt
Dramtic
Ductch
Dvision
Ealiest
Earniings
Ecchoing
Ecnomy
Ecomomy
Econimies
Econonics
Edcation
Editd
Editied
Edtion
Eduation
Educaiton
Educationin
Educatonal
Educcational
Eithteenth
Eldery
Electonic
Electrificaion
Elememtary
Employmenmt
Engish
Englsnd
Enhacing
Enrolment
Enterpise
Enviromental
Environoment
Essalyists
Essaysn
Estaliihed

Ethnicty
Etichings
EvaIution
Evelopment
Evoloution
Evoluation
Evoultion
Examinaion
Execptional
Exepeditionary
Exercse
Exerpt
Exersise
ExisteniaI
Expidition
Explanantions
Facsmilie
Farciacal
Febraury
Fessional
Fialure
Fictio
Finacial
Finanial
Fitagerald
Forgetten
Formatiion
Founation
Foundaions
Freindship
Fuctions
Futher
Galatic
Galllery
Gansters
Gazettter
Geneological
Genisis
Gentelemen
Geograpical
Geograpphical
Governemnts
Hamelet
Happines
Hekd
Helath
Herafter
Hertofore
Hierachy
Histoical
Historyof
Hositals
Hospitalizti
Hostra
Houshold
Huarnnistic

Humanitis
Humanitites
Humaniuties
Hunagarian
Illlustrations
lllutrated
lmageine
lmapacts
lmlications
lmmdeiate
lmpatients
lmtimations
lnclding
lncoporated
lncorportate
lncorported
lnductrial
lndusrial
lndustralize
lnfomantion
lnsantny
lnsiiiute
lnsitution
lnsolv6nvy
lnstitiute
lnstituions
lnstructation
Integenerational
Integraton
lntellecutals
Intensional
Intented
lntepreters
lntepretive
lnterdiciplinary
lntergration
Interntional
lntersting
lntitlued
lntrductory
lntrodctions
lntrodiction
lntroducion
lntroductian
lntroductin
lntroducton
lntrodution
Introudction
lnvestgation
lnvetigation
lnvolment
lnvoluntry
ltailan
Jamaca
Janaury
Johm

Jonathn
Jourey
Journalisn
Kindgom
Kipligs
Knowldge
L iberty
Laboratoy
Lagislation
Lanscape
Leadereship
Learnig
Ledgends
Leukaemia
Lgislative
Liguidations
Limittations
Linclon
Lile
Llinois
Lterature
Magnificient
Maintainance
Managaing
Manager1
Mangement
Manufactering
Marqueriie
Massachusets
Massahusetts
Massaschuset
Masschusetts
Masterpeices
Matamorphosis
Mataphysics
Matematics
Matereial
Maxican
Meabolism
Mearsure
Measurment
Measurments
Mechanic1
Meddicare
Medern
Medicime
Meditteranean
Mehtodology
Memeory
Mentaly
Mentary
Methematics
Microcompter
Microficlm
Midcentruy
Militatism

Miliay
Militry
Millionare
Minatures
Miscellanous
Misissippi
Modernplays
Monitering
Monogrphs
Monolgues
Mounuments
Multidiciplinary
Multiehnic
Mumicipally
Musicans
Musuem
Naional
Napolean's
Narraive
Natioanl
Natualist
Negotaton
Neighborhod
Neuromoter
Newpapers
Newsaper
Newspaprs
Newyork
Nicaragea
Nietszche
Nightimgale
Ninteenth
Noncomformism
NonverbiaI
Notrogen
Noviolence
Nucleases
Nurseing
Nursesexperiencces
Nusing
Nutritution
0betvations
Obsrvations
Oceanograpic
Ocupations
Offcial
Ofsocial
Opinoins
Oportunity
Opra
Oprations
Orcherstra
Orchesrtra
Orchestrs
Organization
Orgainzations

Organiztion
Orginal
Orienation
Ornmental
Oscillosope
Oveture
Oxgen
Paient
Palestian
Parnplhets
Papapsychology
Paraellels
Paticles
Pattterns
Paychology
Peices
Peroid
Peronnel
Persecptives
Persistance
Persistant
PersnneI
Perspecitves
Perspetive
Perticipation
Pesented
Pesidents
Pesonnel
Phenomenolgy
Philadlephia
Phillipines
Phillippine
Philosohy
Philosphical
Phlosphical
Phsiological
Phsychoanalytic
Phychiatric
Phycical
Physial
PhysicIa
Physicsthe
Physiologocial
Physiolo py
Physis
Pinciples
Pineaple
Pitfal
Piture
Planninsg
Poineers
Policical
Politcs
Populaton
Pornograhy
Possiblilrty

Possiblities
Possiblity
Possiibilities
Postoperaive
Povery
Pratical
Preceedings
Precribed
Prejucice
Prernisef
Preprarn
Presistence
Pressent
Principls
Princlples
Priories
Prision
Prjects
Proceedures
Processes
Process
Proclornations
Prodedures
Prodeedings
Professons
Progess
Prononced
Properiies
Protions
Provention
Pschological
Pschology
Pschopathology
Pshysiological
Psychoanalyis
Psychoananalysis
Psychoanlysis
PsychoIolgica1
Psychonanalysis
Psychosrnatic
Psychosoornatic
Psyciatrists
Publictions
Pyscho
Pyschoanalysis
Pyschoanalytic
Qualtitative
Qubec
Questinable
Quik
Quixtoe
Qunitet
Qutestionnaire
Qveens
Rabbincal
Rabi

Ralationship
Ralway
Raphsody
Re-examing
Reacter
Readiotherapy
Rechearch
Recornendations
Recommened
Recon struction
Reconnaisance
Reconstuction
Reearch
Refernce
Regligion
Reglion
Rehabiblitation
Rehabilitaion
Rehabilitaiton
Reimbursemnt
Relationshop
Relationsip
Relatioship
Relatons
Religon
Remembersing
Rerninisences
Reminscence
Renaisance
Renassiance
Reort
Repetiotion
Reponsibility
Reporduction
Repsonsibilrty
Reresentatives
Resdents
Researh
Reserach
Resouces
Resoures
Resplendant
Responsibibllty
Resurrection
Restricition
Resurection
Revalations
Revoluionary
Rev0Iutionry
Revoolutioanry
Rexamined
Romanatic
Rovolution
Satisify
Savlation
Scences

Schkool
Scholarshi p
Scholarshp
Scuplture
Seccession
Selcted
Seleted
Selfare
Sence
Septermber
Settlment
Seventites
Sever1
Sexulaity
Sicence
Signifacant
Similiar
Simlultaneity
Simulaneus
Sixtenth
Sketchof
Slected
Sociery
Socilization
Sociolgist
Socioligy
Sociolopgy
Socioloyg
socity
Soical
Someunsuccessful
Sothwestern
Spectrosocopy
Specualtive
Spetacle
Spetember
Spiritaul
Sponosored
Spriiuals
Statemets
Statesmam
Statesof
Statisticcal
Stepdaugher
Stepfamiles
Stlyes
Strenghetening
Strenghten
Strenghts
Strenthening
Ststion
ststistics
Stucents
Stucture
Studss
Sturggle

Stystems
Succes
SuccesfuIIy
Successul
Sucess
Sucessive
Sucessors
Sudents
Suggestins
Sulllivan
Suplement
Suplemental
Supplmentary
Surban
SuricaI
Surprisng
Surprizing
Survery
Susppose
Suvive
Swirlbul
Symhony
Sympsoium
Syndrom e
Synposium
Sypplement
Systms
Talian
Tatics
Teacing
Techers
Techers
Technolocy
Tempermental
Tennesse
Tennesses
Tennesses
TheSO's
Themoney
T hesarus
Throghout
Throughly
Throught
Throughtout
Tjhe
Togeather
Toghether
TOPOk?Y
Towrds
Tow
Tranlation
Tranmission
Transistion
Transiton
Transparancies
Transribed

Treatiese
Trimophe
Trnsference
Twelth
Twonship
Uncertainity
Underdstanding
Undergradute
Unempolyment
Unilversity
Universety
Universtity
Univesity
Univesity
Unpulbished
Untilization
Unveilng
Unversities
Valentines's
Varities
Veiw
Vicotrian
Vildeo
Virtuso
Wariors
Wasington
Whoesover
Wiht
Willaim
Willam
Wont't
Worcs
Worldy
Worthwile
Wriers
Wutherign
Yojur
Yorksire
Yoyages
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